Making history live

How to get students interested in university archives

by Laurie L. McFadden

Wow! This is great! Hey guys, come look at this!” Sound like some kids at an amusement park or maybe in a toy store? Believe it or not, these were comments frequently uttered by college students who were taking a semester-long seminar centered exclusively around the university archives. As a librarian with faculty status (who is also in charge of the Special Collections/University Archives Department), I am eligible to teach classes in our university honors program.

Since many university archives are housed within a library, it's important for librarians and faculty to recognize the importance and potential of the archives. Not only are they keepers of institutional history, archives can, and should, be learning laboratories. Including archives in the library’s educational program benefits the students and can be an excellent public relations tool.

In this age of computers and online information resources, it is easy to forget that students should also be taught how to handle and conduct research using primary documents. College students can get excited about archives and all the riches found within. And they don’t have to be history majors; there is something for students in performing arts, photography, literature, and more.

If more college students, particularly freshmen, were given the chance to discover the history of their college, I believe they would not only enjoy it but also gain more respect for their institutions and become more involved and dedicated alumni. Undergraduates need the opportunity for hands-on research using primary resources. If it can be interesting, and educational, so much the better. The fun part of such an experience is learning about early student life. The serious, and probably the most important, part is learning “to write from original source materials without having to rely on interpretations found within published histories. Furthermore, the study of archival documentation tends to heighten the understanding of the study of history as a deductive process and the [students] learn more dramati-
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cally how the interactions between people and events have shaped the history ...” of the institution.1

A fun way to introduce primary resources
The focus of the two-credit seminar I developed was to examine student life at our university in the late nineteenth century, specifically the 1890s. Each student chose a different aspect of student life such as athletics, early lyceums, music and fine arts, and student pranks. We met one night a week for two hours in the Special Collections/Archives Reading Room. The seven students in the class were from various academic disciplines and ranged from freshmen to seniors. Not only does such a seminar introduce students to using primary resources, it also gives them a better understanding of their institution's history, an aspect I believe is extremely important to more fully complete their college experience. "An experience such as this might be likened to that of an archeological dig, but in this instance, a digging into the historical record, both written ... “ and photographic.2

One of Alfred University's early football teams, 1899.

Learning about Alfred University's 161 year heritage allowed the students in my class to better appreciate and be more attached to our campus. Some of the students in the class lived in a residence hall built in 1858 and were able to research the building's history that had, until recently, housed predominantly female students. So, not only did they discover information and photographs of the building, they were able to delve into the history of women on campus, too.

In this age of computers and online information resources, it is easy to forget that students should also be taught how to handle and conduct research using primary documents.

Guest speakers and assignments
The class included three guest speakers, four assignments, and a field trip to our town's local history collection. Since I'm not a trained historian, I needed outside help in giving the students a perspective for what life was like in the latter part of the nineteenth century. I wanted them to get a taste for it on a national, regional, and local level since each one had an impact on student life. Our associate provost, who recently completed her dissertation on early education at Alfred University, made a presentation and used her research not only as the basis of her talk but also as a prime example of the use of primary resources. The second speaker, a history professor, gave the class an overview of what was happening on the national scene during the 1890s. She covered such topics as politics, music, social life, and even the Lizzie Borden murder case. The final speaker was our county historian who was able to give students an idea of what events were taking place in our region.

The assignments were arranged in somewhat of a “funnel” approach. The first one was very broad and the following ones became more focused as the semester went on. For the first assignment, each student was given a different year from the 1890 decade and asked to develop a timeline of major events. Oral presentations of these timelines allowed everyone to get a sense of the times. The second assignment was to research their student life topic on a national level and write a two-page paper on their findings. Their third assignment, and the main focus of the class, was to research their topic as it pertained to Alfred University's history, us-
ing primary sources found in the university archives. Although there was no minimum or maximum length to these research papers, the students were asked to include illustrations (photographs or drawings). Again, oral presentations were made at the end of the semester. The last assignment was very personal. I asked them to write about student life today and most of them recounted specific stories from their time at college.

These personal stories are what archives need. I write historical articles for our alumni magazine using archival material and receive numerous responses from alumni who remember the event or topic I address. They enjoy their college memories, which recall the fun times and friends of yesteryear. The more stories of “I remember when” that are sent in, the stronger the university archives becomes. These stories are what give “life” to the university’s history and make it more tangible to current students doing research. It is possible to develop an institutional history based on facts found in annual reports, student newspapers, and departmental newsletters but they lack the human element, the fun times with friends, the jokes and pranks, and other personal experiences that no one writes down. Having students record their memories while they are still fresh is one way to ensure that our history “lives.”

**Future benefits**

Hosting a class in the university archives serves a twofold purpose. It teaches students the importance of primary resources and how to use them, and it also is a way for the archives to receive help in researching its holdings. I compiled the students’ research papers and illustrations into a booklet in which I included a brief synopsis of the seminar and an overview of Alfred University during the 1890s. Copies of this booklet, along with their papers on student life today, are now part of the university archives, to be used by future researchers.

The class and its work has also been a wonderful public relations tool for both the archives and the library. Word of mouth by the students, presentations to local organizations, and a poster session at the 1997 ACRL conference in Nashville have all raised the awareness of the potential of the archives. The seminar was also nominated for the New York State Archives and Records Administration Archives Week Award.

It’s my hope that a similar course (or courses) will be taught in the future so that more students will be drawn into the treasures of the archives and our history will be further researched and documented. Students can get excited about primary resources, if we just give them the chance.

**Notes**


We've Already Moved Into Half a Million Homes
...and onto library shelves across the country

It's no wonder the Merck Manual of Medical Information—Home Edition has been making best-seller lists all over the country. This portable home medical reference contains virtually all of the information in the original Merck Manual, the trusted professional reference physicians have used most for nearly a century. It's been making its way into libraries everywhere for health-conscious readers who want concise and accurate medical information written in easy-to-understand, everyday language.

The Merck Manual—Home Edition offers that and more, with authoritative, informative discussions on topics ranging from the common cold and flu to ulcers and depression, plus a detailed discussion of prescription and over-the-counter medications.

The Merck Manual—Home Edition is brought to you by the Merck family of not-for-profit publications and is available through your wholesaler for $29.95. Be sure to stock more than one on your shelves—and recommend it to anyone who wants access to reliable healthcare information.

"Merck has accomplished what I had thought was impossible—to produce a clear, readable explanation of the normal and diseased functions of the human body ... Doctors should encourage their patients to own it."
—Sherwin Nuland, M.D.
Clinical Professor of Surgery, Yale School of Medicine;
author of How We Die, Doctors, and The Wisdom of the Body

To order, contact your wholesaler or Merck & Co., Inc.,
The Merck Publishing Group, PO Box 2000, RY60-217,

The home medical reference built on the strong foundation of Merck